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Chair’s Report
I spent a couple of hours today with Rich, Cat and her youngest child Felix, and
Connor. Church Action on Poverty sent a journalist to listen to ‘Voices from the
margins’ at SEARCH. Rich made the effort to bring the others because I asked
him. Cat is a very articulate person with clear views about what’s wrong with
the world and our current politics and parts of ‘the welfare state’. She told me
afterwards about how all her other four older children had been through the
HYFC wringer (my term, not hers). Connor, who spoke at last years AGM, wasn’t
quite so confident as most of the gathering which included three from St Johns
Rosmead St church and three from ‘the Ark’ on Preston Road. They were all pretty
feisty. Connor was able to say how much he wanted work, decent paid work, and
how difficult it was to get. Afterwards as he and I had a chat he mentioned the
40 minute walk from his new ish temp home on, guess what, Rosmead Street…
back to the Boulevard to do the clubs he volunteers at. And he described the
programme of activities he and Amy had mapped out in some detail and with
clear youth-worker-type reasoning. I was so impressed I told Rich he was sacked.
Two weeks ago Emma brought Gemma to the same venue to help convince
a major national charity to agree to a bid from SEARCH to expand its work –
essentially to do more of the sort of ‘create a growing space’ and slow cooker/y
course, and the ‘Our Place’ course with mums that SEARCH has done with HYFC
over the last couple of years. This would be more things with HYFC, but because
we know it works, with lots of other churches and related organisations. And
Emma and especially Gemma were the secret weapons to convince this ‘assessor’.
And boy, or I should say, girl, did Gemma do a first rate job. The power of long
term relationship, of love and care both ways, of growing confidence, of growing
faith, of growing food, of growing healthier happier kids; and hearing it spoken,
clear as a bell.
There are things to say about Amy’s first year; about the formal start of HYFC’s
responsibility for Matt’s house; about our challenge to British YFC to take our
‘voice from the margins’ seriously; about the goings on at Selby Street Mission;
about Orts and the publishing of ‘An Untold Story’; about a year of focussed prayer
sessions for some intractable, deep, recurring issues, ‘powers’ – all continuing
stories of great joys and serious challenges. But there’s not enough space. Better
to name some names and tell a couple of stories and to say thank you, not just
to you - the prayer and finance giving supporters of HYFC - but also to some of
the people who are now co-workers in building the kingdom of heaven in Hull,
whether they’d put it like that or not. Thank you, all of you, named and unnamed. God is good.

Andrew Dorton

Resourcing
Pioneers
One of the creative opportunities
for the work here lies where the
rooted, experienced incarnational
ministry of Hull YFC intersects with
the newly developing community and
pioneering activism of Matt’s House. It
is a gift to be in a space where grounded
community can be stretched to reenvision and, simultaneously, groundbreaking formation can be nourished
by a steady taproot. In the whirling
mid-point of this intersection it can
sometimes feel as if conversations,
events and plans are problems to be
tackled and resolved; but to curate
(from the Latin cura meaning ‘care’)
is not the same as to control, and it
is always the former that holds space
for creativity, discernment of the Spirit
and fullness of life.
In March, Matt’s House hosted a group
of students and others from CMS’ MA
in Pioneer Ministry course. They came
to Hull for a Resource weekend, an
opportunity to experience, understand
and learn from ministry in another
context in order to resource their own
calling. We shared food, prayers and
stories. We spent time on Kingswood,
an aspirational new-build estate in
North Hull, as a contrasting context
with Pioneer minister Ben Norton
(Ben was 18 months in to a new post
on a new/not-yet finished housing
development, very different to our 24
years+ established work here in a local

community with deep historical roots
and its own spiritual legacy). We had
down-time exploring some of what
our “City of Culture” had to offer
and squeezing in some essential Six
Nations Rugby viewing. We found
a new practice for hearing God
through walking our neighbourhood
attentively in Street Wisdom, skilfully

led by Chris Bemrose. It felt like a
mutual exchange, an opportunity
for us to meet and learn from people
working in contexts very different to
our own as well as being able to share
from our own experience here.
Stepping back and reflecting on
what we were able to present, from
our unique intersection of old and
new community engagement in the
nudging in of God’s kingdom, it was
encouraging to see that as a resource
for others to learn from we have plenty
to offer. Depth of experience combined
with an anarchic imagination is a
powerful thing; in the service of Christ
it’s a game-changer.

Anna

Young Leaders’ Weekend
We have now been taking children
aged 9-13 to Frontier Camp for the
last 12 years and the impact we have
witnessed from this opportunity
is considerable. A marker of its
significance is the number of children
who once over the age of 13 decide
that they want to continue to be a part
of camp. They choose to give up their
time to serve as Crew, who help with
the grunt work of running camp, or for
the older ones as Tent Leaders. By this
age, the novelty of camp has generally
worn off; they will have been away
from home plenty of times, and have
experienced all the camp activities
several times over. What they love
and what they come back for is the
people. They long to be a part of the
community that they have watched
and observed and been cared for by
and blessed by. And the community is
keen to welcome them in.

With this welcome comes an invitation
to learn, grow and develop, so they
do not remain junior members, but
instead are able to build on their gifts
and skills, contribute increasingly
more and so take Camp forward.
With this in mind, at the end of
January all of the young leaders,
including those from Hull, were invited
to a training weekend which was held
in a Youth Hostel in Ingleton on the
edge of the Yorkshire Dales. There
we socialised, played games and
had activities to facilitate discussions
about the running of camp. We
explored the centrality of faith in
camp and therefore the importance of
personal faith in its leaders.
Young people often seem to lose the
ability to communicate when their
opinion is asked directly. Like deer
caught in headlights, they freeze. But

at the weekend, something very
special happened and it was incredibly
insightful. Perhaps it was because
we were away, or it was the safe and
trusted Camp community or perhaps
it was that many of the activities
were lead by the older young leaders,
but I don’t think I’ve ever been a part
of group discussions where young
people have shared so honestly and
openly about faith. Young people
shared doubts and struggles, they
shared clearly thought through beliefs

and they challenged and encouraged.
It was profound and it has had a lasting
impact too as it provoked questions
and searching, prayers and even divine
encounters.
All in all, it was a great weekend and
we left feeling confident that if we can
build on this and keep fanning these
flames, then the future of Camp is in
good hands.

Rich

Adam, 18

‘I thought it was brilliant. I had a really
good time meeting up with everyone. I
really liked all the activities that we did
and I really liked the God bits that we
did. I liked hearing the questions and
people’s different answers. It made me
think about my beliefs a lot since I’ve
been back’.

Nicky, 21

‘Having the weekend was so important
and not for the reasons I originally
thought. I thought it would be a time
everyone sat around with their friends
chatting about what has happened
since camp but it turns out that the
young people just needed a place
to voice their opinions. This was an
incredible opportunity to hear what
they thought, see where people were with their faith and it was shocking
how open most people were. Nearly everyone had an opinion of their own
they were willing to share and debate. Even the people that didn’t join in
sat and listened and this spurred on so many more conversations outside of
the activity. It was amazing to see so many people talking for so long and so
passionately about their beliefs and the many different expressions of faith
that were in the room was eye opening.’

Lenten Food
HYFC’s first core value is ‘To be Christ Centred’. In all that we do; drinking coffee
with neighbours, playing Uno with breakfast club kids, offering a much needed
hug, putting on cooking sessions
and craft activities, we welcome
Christ in and try to offer up a thin
space for Him to shine through. In
this way we introduce people to
Jesus, His love and the enduring
hope that He offers. Echoing St
Francis’ maxim, much of this
introduction is done implicitly,
without words. In our community,
that has been deeply damaged by
empty words and broken promises,
this is a powerful tool. But explicit words obviously have their place and we
wrestle with how to use them most effectively and relevantly in our context. The
vast majority of those we support are a long ‘way’ from the traditional church, its
structure and importantly its language. Experiences teach us that we must think
outside the box, which is particularly challenging when you grew up within and
have been shaped by that same box.
One of our recent endeavours has involved using the period of Lent. We designed
40 days of activities to help our families
understand that rather than an opportunity
to give up chocolate in an attempt to get
‘summer ready’, Lent could instead be a
chance to consider how God might change
us in the lead up to Easter so that we might
be more ready to hear and respond to Him.
Each week every family at breakfast club was
offered a pack involving a mixture of practical
tasks, thoughts, bible verses, memes and
video clips around a different theme. We
arranged a community litter pick as part
of our week about appreciating our world
and got together to serve our community
by working in the community garden. We
flooded the local primary school

with bars of chocolate to show
appreciation to the staff who work
‘As a family we liked the Lent packs.
there, and encouraged people to
The younger two couldn’t wait to
think about what forgiveness really
see what we would have do the
looked like in a practical sense.
next day. We stuck the pages with
At some level everyone, whether
thoughts and verses up on our wall.
they were open and interested in
It was great to go around where we
inviting God into their Lent journey
live and do some litter picking. It
or hostile to the very idea of God,
was funny when we all did the jokes.’
was able to get involved. The
Gemma
breakfast club walls were covered
in thoughts about what we were
thankful for in our lives, celebrations of our best friends and jokes to help brighten
each others days.
In the parenting sessions that we deliver we talk about children who are starved
of praise being like dried up sponges. If you suddenly flood them with praise,
like a fast flow of water on a dry sponge, it just bounces off. Instead a steady drip
drip drip of praise is necessary to enable the child to adjust to this new idea and
begin to absorb the praise and its positive effects. Increasingly I believe that the
same is true for most people who have been starved of God. We will all know
stories of situations where God broke through in a dramatic way to bring around
obviously miraculous change in an
individual’s life. However for the
majority, it seems if they are ever
going to understand God’s love for
them and accept his desire to be
involved in their life then they need
a steady drip drip drip of reminders
and opportunities to respond
before they can begin to absorb
that into their understanding and
actions. I believe that in more ways
than we will ever know the Lent
studies were an opportunity to drip
a bit more of God into the lives of our breakfast club family.
Please pray for us as we continue to patiently create implicit and explicit
opportunities for our families to encounter Christ’s love, whether that is in small
drips or as an overwhelming wave.

Emma

Good Fridays
The great preacher Tony Campolo
wrote a book called “It’s Friday but
Sunday’s Coming”. On the Sunday we
look for the risen Christ but Campolo
also impresses upon us the importance
of Friday, remembering Jesus’s death,
the part it plays in our faith. It’s a time
for reflection, planning, focusing,
worshiping. In some way the death is
bound up with the new creation, it’s
the start of something.
Our Fridays at Selby Street Methodist
Mission, for us along with some of
the Matt’s House residents and Liane
Kensett (Methodist deacon), started
out as a space for creating (painting,
card making, and more recently stuff
to do with the City of Culture) and
has evolved to become a home and
a community for a group of fragile
Ragamuffin souls who are growing in
faith.

Hull YFC has been involved with Selby
Street Mission on and off for over
twenty years. At this present time as
well as the Friday we are also part
of the team who run the Tuesday
lunch club and on a Wednesday we
help out at RHM (Restoration House
Ministries), which runs a Christian 12step programme helping any one with
an addiction.
Fridays have been hugely encouraging,
gathering together at 10am every
week to pray, sing, read from the
Bible and discuss a thought for the
day. Once prayers are finished we are
all involved in either preparing lunch,
chatting, reading or just getting some
space, making all manner of things
ranging from greetings cards to a large
wicker “mad cow” made for a carnival
procession at our recent Caravan
of Love festival - and if that’s not
everyone’s cup of tea there is always
work to be done in the garden.

After sharing lunch together we gather
again to spend a longer time with a
theme or verse from the bible, and we
pray for ourselves and others. We are
reflecting on scripture, figuring out
what following Jesus and living out

the kingdom looks like for us here and
worshiping the risen Christ in song and
deed. Fridays feel good, very much like
the start of something.

Chris

Caravan of Love
The aim of the festival was to draw people together, celebrating our local
community and engaging with the City of Culture at a grass roots level. It was such
a joy seeing every one getting involved and exciting to witness that small spark of
pride, fun being re-ignited: yes, “We Are Hull”! Breakfast club friends and regulars
from the weekly gatherings turned out, as well as a good number from other parts
of the city. I also spoke to a couple of local mums who had brought their children
along after seeing a ‘Caravan of Love’ poster. They were apprehensive about
coming into the church, so, having encouraged them in, it was wonderful to see
them relax and enjoy themselves and by the end of the night I think they had even
surprised themselves at the amount of fun they had. Another connection created,
something started.

Day of Prayer
Saturday 11th November - Boulevard Baptist Church
Although some time off, please save the date and join us to
intercede for our Boulevard community and our work within it

Camp Sponsorship
We support children from some very difficult family backgrounds, who
have or are currently going through some awful circumstances. If all
camp did was give a temporary escape from these situations then it
would be a wonderful thing. But camp is also an opportunity to have
horizons broadened, meet new people from all over the country and
importantly another chance to hear the gospel.
None of our families can afford to pay the total cost which is £140. So we
try to raise £90 per child to subsidise their place. We would like to offer 25
places to children this summer.
Please consider donating towards Camp. Whether small or big, your
contribution will make a needed and tangible difference to the lives of
the children we are supporting.

Financial Report
I would like to say a big thank you to everyone who has contributed financially
to HYFC during 2016 both regularly and as one-off gifts. We have had grants
this year from the Hesslewood Children’s Trust, Kelloggs, Comic Relief, Jade
Trust, Camellia Trust, The Imagine Foundation, CMS, Leavers Coulson Trust,
Nunburnholme Trust, Hull & East Riding Charitable Trust, Groundwork UK and
the Joseph Rank Benevolent Fund. I would like to thank these Trusts, along with
all the churches and our local One Stop shop and Greggs, who have given so
generously to HYFC over the year.
Having set a deficit budget of £16k God blessed us with a small surplus by the end
of the year. However, there is a growing concern about the future; we face rises in
the minimum wage and now have pension responsibilities and have also taken
on an extra full-time worker. Yet we would like to continue to grow the work as
the needs are so great and we are being presented with so many opportunities.
We don’t want to be overly reliant on grants and the long-term insecurity they
offer. We would ask that you would prayerfully consider financially supporting
our work, make a small increase in what you already give and think of leaving us
a legacy in your will. Thank you once again. 		

Sue

Statement of Financial Activities
For the Year Ending 31 December 2016

Income (£)

Total
2016

Total
2015

Church Gifts
Individual Gifts
Trust Gifts
Event Contributions
Regular Activity
Charges
Fundraiser
Tax Reclaim
Legacy
Matt’s House
Interest

7,951
42,394
19,903
3,571

9,315
29,533
26,358
1,947

791

555

633
3,993
0
80
151

145
3,322
0
0
233

Total

79,467

71,407

Expenditure (£)

Total
2015

Wages
Other Personnel
Office/Admin
Activity Costs

60,303
1,451
3,280
13,214

56,300
1,070
3,640
15,820

Total

78,247

76,830

Total Unrestricted Total Restricted
Funds
Funds
Funds Brought
Forward (£)
Surplus/Deficit
on Year (£)
Funds Carried
Forward (£)

Total
2016

Total
2016

Total
2015

45,271

22,590

67,861

73,284

4,916

(3,696)

1,220

(5,423)

50,187

18,893

69,080

67,861

Hull Youth for Christ AGM
Tuesday 4th July - 7pm - Boulevard Baptist Church
Please join us for reflections and stories and time to come
together in prayer for the coming year

Mission Statement
To create long term community based projects, sharing the gospel with a culturally
sensitive approach, whilst serving and supporting established youth work in Hull.

Aims
To Express the whole gospel through actions and words.
To Empower people through relational centered work.
To Establish workers/people to live and work within the community.
To Encourage people to encounter the hope of Christ.
To Educate and Equip Christians with the gospel in this age.

Core Values
To be Christ centred			
To work relationally			
To live simply				
Love!

To live and work holistically
To promote justice
To serve and be served

Executive Committee
Andy Dorton (Chair)		
Pete Court			
Joy & Mike Donaldson		
Cathy & Martyn Westby		

Cathy Beynon
Emma Crick
Andy Tillotson

Staff
Richard Newby - Team Leader
Chris and Anna Hembury - Community (CMS Partners)
Emma Newby - Families
Amy Hayes - Youth and Children
Sue Adlard - Administrator

Contact Details
c/o Boulevard Baptist Church
(01482) 221059
Gordon Street, Hull				
HU3 3HJ				office@hullyfc.co.uk

www.hullyfc.co.uk

